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Choosing a Typeface

During the first discussion, we found out that all of us in the group actually appreciate simple, functional fonts that are not flourish nor
elaborate. We all agreed that Helvetica fitted that criteria and it was a very popular typeface that are commonly used in modern
context. However,  we also felt that it has more than enough exposure on its own. Afterall, it is the most popularised font of the 20th
Century. After researching a little bit more on Helvetica, we chanced upon its forefather, Akzidenz Grotesk, and decided to do an
in-depth research on its history.

Research Process

We decided to split up the research work according to the guideline as follows:
1) Reason of existence and origins (Trey)
2) The context in which it originated (Clara)
3) Who designed it? Why was it designed? (Jia Le)
4) Examples of application and existence (Sylvester)
5) How has this typeface influenced us? (Sylvester)
When we doing our research, we found that there were actually many duplicated information that were actually quite helpful for us. It
helped to ensure that all of our information were aligned and accurate. We also tried to research more than what we were assigned to
and helped one another to strengthen the information.  Overall, it was a very collaborative research process.
Through our research, we saw the progress of Swiss Design and how they changed the game of communication design from the early
1910s. San serif fonts like Akzidenz Grotesk are politically neutral and helped with majority of communication materials in the 20s. Also,
we found many articles online that compare between Akzidenz Grotesk and Helvetica. Many graphic designers have different opinion
on whether which typefaces, Akzidenz or Helvetica is a better typeface. J oseph Müller-Brockmann, for example, preferred Akzidenz
Grotesk over Helvetica simple because it is “more expressive and its formal foundations are more universal. The end of the ‘e’, for
instance is a diagonal which produces right angles. In the case of Helvetica and Univers the endings are straight, producing acute or
obtuse angles, subjective angles. Its strength derives from its neutrality and the fact that it doesn’t over dominate when used, allowing
the designer more freedom and versatility.”  Many also agreed that Haas basically took A
 kzidenz Grotesk, studied it, and only changed
tiny aspects of it, which created a new design. Hence, we were quite surprised how both typefaces closely resemble each other:

Hence, that was the main turning point for our presentation to focus on not only the history of Akzidenz Grotesk, but how it is related to
Helvetica and how to differentiate between the 2 typefaces.

Understanding Akzidenz Grotesk And Its Application
Through our research process on Akzidenz Grotesk, we started to understand its differences from Helvetica. Akzidenz Grotesk was
designed with functionality in mind. As you can see, Akzidenz Grotesk’s S and C has a more angular end while Helvetica has a straight
end. In comparison, Helvetica is more geometrical which is what impacted its readability in small pt size. Upon understanding all these
subtle differences,  we decided to make the type reference book in transparency sheets that is seen later on.

We were also pleasantly surprised to find out that the Red Cross America uses Akzidenz Grotesk in its design.

Exhibition Style Presentation

We also researched on how we wanted to present our findings. Hence we looked through Pinterest to get inspiration and found out that
Designer/Design Studio such as Max Bill and The Good Form commonly used Akzidenz Grotesk for their clean exhibition aesthetics.
Hence we want to incorporate that into our presentation to make it more engaging and interesting. Here’s the initial moodboard that we
created:

In terms of the materials selection, the off white paper style is a tribute to the past industrial revolution roots of Grotesk typefaces. The
metal clips are also carefully chosen to fit the overall theme to match industrialisation. We have also curated past and present
application of the font to explain how influential Akzidenz Grotesk is:

Engaging the Audience

We were thinking of ways to ensure that the audience actually learn how to differentiate between Akzidenz Grotesk and Helvetica.
Hence we came out with 2 ways to engage them:
Transparency Book
We created a book using transparency paper. We aligned each character of Helvetica (Cyan) and Akzidenz Grotesk (Red) and overlay
them on top of one another to allow our audience to see the differences between the letters of each typefaces clearly.

Let’s Play Ak-Game
We came up with this idea of using projector and transparency to create an interactive game. Firstly, we project a word (using either
Helvetica or Akzidenz Grotesk) on the screen with a missing character. For e.g. we project a word “H_ndgloves”. The audience have to
select a correct character printed on the transparency and hold it up in front of the projector to match fill in the missing character
projected on the screen. This will help the audience to understand the anatomy of each of the typefaces more clearly.

Reflections



It's always amazing to know the backstory of typefaces and the development it has made to be readily available to us digitally. We
chose to work on this typeface as it was one of the few sans serif type available and we wanted to avoid working on Helvetica. Akzidenz
Grotesk really led us on an amazing journey and it was a great insight for us as we unraveled its rich history.
For Clara personally, Akzidenz Grotesk was an endearing tribute to Massimo Vignelli who once said, if he could, “set his tomb stone with
Helvetica”. For some of us, Akzidenz Grotesk had already overtaken Helvetica in our hearts a long time ago. Even though the two
typefaces are so similar, there’s something alluring about the compactness and efficiency of Akzidenz Grotesk in smaller prints in
comparison to Helvetica. In contrast, due to the geometrical form of Helvetica, it looks better when it’s enlarged. From what we have
learnt in our research, we discovered that Akzidenz Grotesk was made to be a more efficient type where functionality was the key
design philosophy whereas Helvetica is just that little bit more flashy.
It’s great to see the roots of the most popularised type come a full circle. The continual strive to make design better, to make type more
legible and value add to the everyday life is why we do what do. The art of typography is really understated - it does not call for
obvious or obnoxious attention. Instead, it helps designers in ways they never knew it could. We truly feel that Akzidenz Grotesk has
quietly helped generations of citizens lead better lives without ever asking anything in return.

